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Quantum Well Infrared Photodetector

Scott D Walck
This is a cross sectional TEM micrograph of a multiple quantum well structure grown by molecular beam epitaxy and prepared using the MicroCleave™ Kit.  The sample exhibits the "step-like" behavior in which there are terraces of constant thickness throughout the entire layer stack from the substrate to the surface.  By using the "chemical imaging" of the g=(200) reflection, the layers are clearly seen in both bright field and dark field.  The thinnest layers are not visible in this image.  The thinnest steps are ideally suited for both HREM and EELS work while the thicker steps are better-suited for EDS and convergent beam electron diffraction analysis.-Scott Walck
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THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS OF MBE QWIP STRUCTURE (on-[011])

Scott D Walck
This is a HREM image taken on the [011] zone axis in a Philips CM200FEG.  This sample illustrates a major difficulty with the MicroCleave™ technique -the lack of amorphous area for focussing and astigmatism correction.  This is particularly true when a FEG TEM is used.  There is only a little amorphous area available at the edges from oxidation and can be helped a little by focussing the electron beam on the area for a few minutes.  With an ion milled sample, there is plenty of amorhphous area to focus with from the beam damage that occurs on both the top and bottom of the sample.  A small amount of carbon, Ge, or other amorhphous material deposited on the original surface before preparing the sample can be used as a focussing aid.-Scott Walck



THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS OF MBE QWIP STRUCTURE (on-[011])

Scott D Walck
A higher magnification HREM image shows that the AlGaAs-GaAs interfaces are difficult to see when imaged on the [011].  Accurately determining the thickness of the layers is difficult.-Scott Walck



Thickness Measurements of MBE QWIP Structure –off [011] along (200)

Scott D Walck
By tilting the sample along the (200) trace following the Kikuchi bands away from the [011] zone axis and setting up a symmetric HREM condition, the (200) planes are clearly seen.  Simply counting them and using high resolution X-ray diffraction data gives a highly accurate measure of the layers.-Scott Walck


